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PROFESSIONAL IT PORTAL

where technology meets artistic imagination.
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ABOUT
US

We are a team of IT experts ready to provide
high quality solutions customised for each
customer in the most cost-effective way possible.
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Packit Code is a team of
professionals with international
exposure and modern skills.
Packit Code is a Software company registered in Germany
under Company Number 049094, whose
business address is Office Mariendorfer Damm 32,
12109 Berlin, Germany. Now we are registered
and operating in India, Qatar, UAE and KSA
for our international clients.
We are a team of highly competent and creative IT
professionals who are motivated to attain customer
satisfaction as a priority. We believe in providing high
quality, customised service to our clients in a cost
effective way. To this end we stress upon personalised
customer contact.
Our repertoire of expertise includes Cloud Hosting,
Software as a Service (SaaS), Custom Software
Development, Dedicated Servers/Virtual Servers,
Microsoft Hosted Solutions, Email Services, Microsoft
Dynamics CRM Online, Remote Desktop Services,
Cloud Backup, Storage, Virtualisation, Managed
Services, Bespoke Software Development, Website
Development and the Customisation and Network
Security.

At Packit Code we also provide to our clients the
ability to register their domain names, obtain security
certificates (issued by certified authorities), dedicated
customer support, and other ancillary services that
complement the company’s primary business and are
required by the esteemed customers.
Our speciality spectre also includes C2C Consultancy
Services, Unified Communications for medium to large
scale business and a comprehensive Digital Marketing
campaigns.

Our Values
1

QUALITY
We are committed to follow accredited procedures for Quality, Health & Safety and the
Environment. We believe in paying attention
to details and focus on quality and performance.
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ETHICS
We ensure that any one bearing our identity
represents the highest standards of integrity
and conduct in all matters. Our staff is trained
to exhibit high moral standards.
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DIVERSITY
We are committed to equality of opportunity
for all. Our Vision is to create a work environment based on fairness, respect and merit
without discrimination.
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PEOPLE
We highly recognize the importance of our
people and value them the highest! We respect our customers and work for a culture of
honesty and openness! Customer satisfaction
and employee happiness is our mantra.
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PASSION
Wining more work and Clients is our Passion.

We offer 24/7 customer support and strive to exceed
your expectation.

WO R D S F ROM OU R C EO
Tarek Adnan Alkadre
Packit Code operates globally to provide designs, products and services to growing and established
businesses alike. We take pride in our diverse skills and in building smart web portals and social media
applications. We deliver professional networking portals, digital marketing campaigns, hosting, unified
communications, and C2C consultancy services.
Our mission is sustainable growth in innovative and high-performing designs and solutions. I firmly
believe that we can only deliver successfully when we understand our Clients’ needs and we define,
design, develop and deliver all our projects accordingly.
I reiterate our commitment to top quality work, win-win for all, ethical business, and team welfare.
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THIS IS
HOW WE WORK
01
WE DESIGN FOR YOU

02
WE PROVIDE YOU SERVICE

We engage with your company to
understand your needs & our experienced & talented people can create a
concept for you.

We know how to give you the best
solution & service for your company
need with the creative strategy that
bring the unique & relevant solution.

Packit Code is a team of creative people who can do the
colorful imagination for you! We create cost effective
high quality dynamic websites that cater to changes
in your product or service portfolio. The bespoke
developed websites of our team are known to
stimulate online sales processes. Our websites are
user friendly and workable on all browsers and various
screen sizes of different devices.

We offer our customers flexible, scalable and reliable
Email and Web Hosting Solutions that allow you to
focus on your core business and communicate in a
professional manner.

BUT WE DO NOT STOP HERE!
We also offer artistic Logo and Brand design ideas that
are original and express your ambitions in creative way.
Our team can develop and promote these vital assets
for you and develop branding strategies that work in
real life e-business scenarios.
Our Bespoke Software team can make a tailor made
software for your organization. We also provide the
service of mobile and social media Application designs.

With our three kinds of servers, you have the options
of Dedicated Hosting Service where we lease an entire
server to you, or Virtual Private Server (VPS) to have
a super user-level access to an operating system (OS).
Smaller websites can also avail dedicated server like
services at affordable rates by Cloud Hosting Servers.

Packit Code also helps you to protect your data with SSL
and have advanced data recovery solutions for you.
We can also merge all your communication needs
(landline, mobile, texts, email, calendars, desktop
sharing etc) on one single platform with our Unified
Communication System.
Our Portfolio includes Fashion industry networking
and an event management Application with special
features for online ticket sales.
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WE DO MARKETING FOR YOU
We will design & develop a Digital
Marketing Compaign to make it
happen.
Packit Code has a team of experts who are willing to
review your website and provide technical advice on
how your business online presence can be improved.
Our Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) team will focus
on ways to increase visitors to your website and
identify factors for developing perfect Google Ad
Words strategy. We also develop a Search Engine
Marketing (SEM) Advertising strategy for you through
SEO or Pay Per Click (PPC) campaigns.
You can also reach your audience through Email
Marketing and Social Media Marketing and our experts
can design attention grabbing email and networking
concepts linked with social media networks to
generate more business for you. We also offer services
for tracking the results of the marketing campaigns
that our experts design for you.
We have a team of exceptional blog writers/copy
writers to write various content types such as blog
content, web page content, responses, product/service
reviews, etc. to describe your business, product, event
or cause.

WE PROVIDE YOU
CONSULTANCY SERVICE
We never leave your project
Our Consultancy team can offer you a wide range of
Professional Services such as:
Change Management:

how to ensure controlled identification and implementation
of required changes within a computer system.

Cost Management:

how to optimize your IT delivery costs.

Brand Management:

how to make your brand and product portfolio remain
updated and legally compliant.

Risk and Control:

how to ensure legal compliance of all IT related issues.

Contract Management:

how to manage contract creation, execution and analysis for
maximised operational and financial performance.

Quality Assurance:

how to maintain a desired level of quality in all stages of
delivery or production by use of online techniques designed
by our experts.

Security:

how to ensure no unauthorised access, misuse, malfunction,
modification or improper disclosure of data.

Training:

How to impart the above to relevant staff in your
organisation.
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Consultancy
STRATEGIC MINDS, EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE
AND REVITALISED BUSINESS.
At Packit Code, we offer you a wide range of consultancy options to help you unlock your maximum potential and
optimise your IT investments. Your data is our Business. We help you secure your data with our SSL and make your
online presence risk free. We help you attain SSL certificates from trusted providers utilising strong Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). We train your personal to protect your data from unauthorised interference.
We believe in bringing about easy transitions and our experts with their strategic ideas help your business to adapt
to changes in your IT structure. We go by the PLAN-DO-Check-Act Cycle. We plan and establish objectives and
processes of the change, implement them in the Do phase, Check actual and expected results and Ser new standards
in Act phase. Our Team’s creative experts help you manage your Brands and Logos. We treat the two as vital assets
for your business and our teams help keep them keep up to date with the latest technologies and social networking
trends. Our Consultancy teams ensure that your brand and product portfolio is legally compliant with ever changing
cyber laws.
On top of all, we ensure your IT delivery costs are optimised through our expertise in Cost Management.

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

Merging all Communication needs in a single platform
Unified Communications (UC) is the system where most of your business communications needs such as landlines
voice calls, mobile voice calls, text messages, emails, calendar, desktop sharing, and presence detection are all
combined onto a single system.

INSTANT MESSAGING
We offer you Cloud PBX IM that helps deliver user
to user instant messaging (IM). It is workable with
PC, Mac, Linux and even Magnetic North Video Soft
Phone. Clients can also have UC worked out on their
personally preferred IM applications as our servers
fully support XMPP open standard for IM.

OFFLINE MESSAGING
You no longer have to worry about losing messages
while being offline. Our UC systems store all such
messages for you to read latter on and as soon you log
in back, the messages become visible to you.

PRESENCE
Presence is a powerful component of UC that presents
the status to view instantly and send voice calls or IMs.
It notifies all other users when any user becomes online and declares his/her status to others. This means
the staff can know which colleague is available, busy,
in meeting or on another phone call. Users can receive
alerts when close team members sign in or out.

CONFERENCING
IM users further have options of creating group messages where multiple users can contribute the voice or
written conversation.

MICROSOFT LYNC
Do not worry if you already have Microsoft Lync
deployed. Packit Code offers Cloud PBX that will
integrate with your existing system. Our UC systems
can provide inbound and outbound call recordings
using SIP trunk. You can have your Lync updated on the
phone without any integration issues between Cloud
PBX and Lync.
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W E BS I T E DESIGN
PA CK AGES

Small
Business

Medium
Business

Large
Business

All Websites are mobile/tablet responsive using CMS framework. These websites use standard database but customisation can be created where required to display your contents.

Responsive
Revision

1 to 2

3 to 4

unlimited

Contents

5 Sections

7 Sections

8 Sections

10 Pages

30 Pages

40-50 Pages

*e-commerce unlimited pages

We include Google Analytics and linkage to the Social Media Websites. Our services include consultancy, storage,
hosting, 3rd party integration, e-Commerce, SSL & Security, continued website maintenance, upgrades and digital
marketing. We can also manage your internet brand.
Visual Design
Website Imaginary
Programing & Development
Plugins
*3rd Par ty plugin TBA

Hosting
E-Commerce
SSL
Marketing & SEO
Client trainin g & Document
Support & Maintenance
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WEB DESGIN &
DEVELOPMENT

Our team of creative IT experts can design high quality websites in a cost effective manner.
We offer three different Web Design Packages: Static Web Design, Dynamic Web Design and
eCommerce Web Design. All three kinds can work with all available browsers and can adapt to
changing screen sizes of different devices. We offer 24/7 support without additional hidden
charges.
Static Websites are the simplest and most cost effective way to showcase your product or
service. They lack special add ons and dynamic features but are powerful for putting down
information and provide solutions for downloading, newsletter, logos, blogs and brochures.
We offer you dynamic Web design package. Such a package is suitable for businesses based
on interactive catalogs, albums or complex data series.
For Online Merchant Businesses we offer eCommerce web design packages. These are bespoke
developed websites that will cater for businesses that have a global customer base who buys and
pays online. Packit Code team helps stimulate sales process thereby improving the business
outcome and efficiency. We use latest frameworks and programmes like OS Commerce,
Magneto and WHMCS. We can also help you upgrade your existing e-commerce using latest
technologies like AJAX and HTML 5.0.
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Mobile and
Social Media App
Development
iOS App Development:
We know what it takes to be the part of iPhone platform standards. We will build world class custom iOS
mobile applications for startup and enterprise clients
from scratch. Our expert iOS developers utilise Lean
and Agile mobile app development methodologies to
make sure your project is delivered on time and on
budget.

Android App Development:
Android is one of the fastest growing platforms and our
team of Android Specialist Designers knows how to
tackle challenges and fully understand the fundamental
differences in various systems. Our Android developers
will bring your ideas alive and will work with you from
concept to design, development and deployment of the
App.

Windows App Development:
We bring to you a wonderful smart phone experience
for your Windows Applications.We specialise in
designing, spellbinding, user experience and ensuring
commercial competency. Our developers are capable of redefining the interactive brand experience by
creating native windows apps for a variety of windows
phone devices.

Social Media App Development

Packit Code team has the expertise to create customised
Apps, compatible with all platforms and integrating
them into your digital marketing strategies. Social
Media Apps are designed for smartphones/tablet,
desktop and smarter devices e.g. TVs,Gaming Consoles,
handheld gadgets to allow people on social media
to share contents e.g. photos, opinions, events, etc.
in real-time. Social Media Apps keep you connected
with your contacts and help you organise, manage and
promote your business, brand, events and product and
services in a smarter way.

Be Smart on the
Smart Devices
&
Be Socially Vivid on
Social Media.
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Branding
We have a highly competent and creative team that can help you develop a brand personality and help you
control how the brand behaves. We make sure that your brand strategy is workable and integrates all the
stakeholders, suppliers and distributors’ efforts on an online platform to achieve best outcomes. Our design
team specialises in creating brochures for businesses, brand names, logos, product packaging, promotional
literature, blogs and social media marketing material.

Logo Designing
The logo is the graphical demonstration of company’s manifestation, nature of the business, and the target
market. Packit Code can offer you the artistic logo design ideas to represent the identity of your business. Our
experts will discuss your company work, competition and ambitions to create a customised and original
logo design. We also help you ensure that the logo design is legally complaint with the ever changing laws
and regulations. We warranty the copyright of all Logos.
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OUR S E RV E R S
Each type of hosting service we
provide is further optimised with
unique performance tweaks!
DEDICATED SERVERS:
Depending on your requirements, you can lease
dedicated server that will not be shared by anyone
else. For websites receiving large volume of traffic,
this kind of server can lead to low overheads and
increased returns on IT investments. This server
package will offer you wide range of benefits in terms
of superior performance, security of data, control and
email stability. Our team of experts can provide
support for operating systems or applications.

VIRTUAL PRIVATE SERVERS
We offer affordable packages for Virtual Private
Servers (VPS). They are generally software defined,
low priced and easily designed and configured. You
will have an access to run your own copy of an
operating system (OS) and will have user-access to
install and manage any software that runs on that
particular OS.

CLOUD SERVERS
We also offer our clients Cloud Servers at amazingly
low prices. Hosting service can be provided to you on
demand via internet and through multiple connected
servers. Cloud servers provide definite advantage of
reliability and scalability and offer you huge savings
in form of no up-front purchase costs.

CLOUD SERVERS

MANAGED SERVICES
Our packages provide you with a greater
degree of flexibility and scalability for your
managed IT solution. We can host your entire
infrastructure allowing you to minimise
complex management issues and capital cost
burden. Our solutions are based on either
Linux or Windows operating systems with
industry-leading hardware like Dell, HP,
VMware, NetApp and Cisco. Our experts can
optimise your package by ensuring load
balancing, firewalls and clustering options
are added to enhance the resilience wit high
availability. All our hosting packages are
optimised to enhance the performance of the
service and to match your particular
application needs..

DEDICATED SERVERS

Hosting Made Easy

EMAIL HOSTING

WEBSITE HOSTING

We offer a premium email service at affordable
prices. Our email hosting service packages can
cater for variety of demands of small and medium
and large businesses. We offer our clients up to
100 email accounts in one single package and
upto 2 GB per user space. Our clients can enjoy
unlimited Aliases and unlimited email forwarding
options. We offer choice between simple POP
protocol and IMAP. POP makes implementation
easier for clients and channels the email from
the server to local computer. IMAP has advanced
option of accessing your emails from multiple
devices and from nearly anywhere you are as long
as you have an internet access.

Packit Code also offers amazing web hosting service
packages. A client can avail web hosting service
for up till 5 websites and avail cloud hosting
platform with unlimited web space and unlimited
monthly bandwidth. Our expert team offers 24/7
support. Our teams will engage with clients from
idea to website development and deployment and
will also analyse the results with our advanced
website statistics options such as google site map
generator, advanced visitor counter, webaliser
graphical statistic and AWSTATS.
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Digital Marketing

“A Brand is no longer what we tell the consumer what it is- it is what consumers tell each
other it is” Scott Cook
We can design and build Digital Marketing campaigns to connect your business to your
prospective customers and clients - ahead of your competitors. This can be done by our proven
Search Engine Optimisation, Search Engine Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Email Marketing
or Combination.
Our experience suggests that targeted marketing attracts more customers to the businesses.
Therefore, Digital Marketing is one of the best ways to interact with your target audience.
We understand the importance of Research, Top-notch Contents, Filtered distribution lists of the
target audience and the Effective reporting for a success. We have been building Websites, SEOs
and writing Contents for years and have proven our expertise in helping our Client to improve
their search rankings. We have gathered diverse experience in our Team who can make result
oriented digital marketing campaigns, write best contents and blogs for your websites, identify
target customers and lead generation.
As a Return Of Investment (ROI), we will enable you to engage with your viewers and develop
networking, and increase your brand awareness.
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We Specialise In...
Email Newsletters and Blogs
We help you generate professional and catchy emails for
your target audience. Our email concepts with links to the
social media networks will help you generate more leads
and the business contacts. We will take care of your
campaign from managing, planning, designing and writing
the contents to Email Sending, Reporting and Opt-In Email
list building activities.
We have an exceptional team of creative blog writers.
Our creative team can design and develop your blog and
refine it with challenging and innovative ideas of writing
styles and screen displays. Keep your blog updated with
help of our Team.

Social Media Marketing
Social Media Marketing (SMM) enables you to engage with
your viewers on social media to develop networking,
relationships and increase your brand awareness. Different
platforms require different techniques and we know all. We
will tailor our strategies to suit your business needs. We will
develop campaigns for all platforms including Google +,
Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and YouTube.
Our SMM offering includes the setting up of campaign,
content and blog writing for your brand, product or industry,
organising online events and competitions, and planning your
paid advertisement for leads. We will provide you performance reports with analysis.

Search Engine Optimisation and Marketing (SEO/SEM)
Packit Code has a team of experts who can review your website and provide technical advice on how your
business online presence can be improved. We can also improve your existing website. We are committed to
adhering to international and ethical standards and guidelines. Our SEO solution will be focused on increasing
visitors to your website. More visitors will appeal to more customers. We will help you identify the factors affecting your website performance so that you can develop perfect Google Ad Words strategy. We can optimise your
website scheme, keeping an eye on your competitors. Your product or website marketing advertising campaigns
or promotion for increasing its visibility in search engine results pages is made easy with us.
Search Engine Marketing (SEM) depend on search engine optimisation (SEO), which adjusts or rewrites
website content and site architecture, and pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns. With our experience and the proven
strategies, we can ensure your business improves its visibility on Google and other search engines. Based on an
understanding of your business and evaluation of your existing or new website, our experts can develop a
bespoke SEM strategy for your business, which will be based on PCC, SEO or a combination. SEM is a direct
access to your target clients.

GET IN
TOUCH
Packit Code
Germany - Office Mariendorfer Damm 32, 12109 Berlin, Germany
India - Plot no 178, Second Floor Beam Square Adil Nagar Ring Road Near Tedhipuliya
Lucknow - 226022, India
+49 178 4829502
+91 9170 21 7725
+974 66 7643 79
+966 50 019 4008
info@packitcode.com
www.packitcode.com

